
Manners Matter 

 

     Look around at the people you meet as you run your errands this week. Do they look 

happy? I think your answer will be no. They look harried and angry. We have spent decades 

under the umbrella of war and disaster. The middle class, has been under attack for at least 

three generations.  The Elite gave away our jobs, sent our sons and daughters off to war 

without honesty. They set out to destroy our families, and have nearly succeeded.  However, 

one of the worst things they did to society was erode manners. 

    My first question should have you thinking about the strangers you see. If you watch 

movies or tv, you are only more convinced that this is the way people act. If you watch OLD 

movies or tv, you can discover something called Manners.  They are quite wonderful. 

Etiquette tells us exactly how we can be polite in almost any situation. Being polite can make 

pretty much any  situation better. Its hard to pick a fight with someone greeting and 

welcoming you, with a smile on their face. 

     Civilizations have always lived under the scythe of invasion. The Mongols, The Huns, The 

Vikings, The Moors...and in America...The British and French.  We only had to worry about the 

last two!! Then we progressed in size and scope beyond Europe's ability to challenge us 

martially.  We thought we only had to worry about armed invaders. Then our elected truely 

began to betray us. They left our borders open, and made laws allowing chain immigration, 

without concern for who was coming to our country. 

     This lack of law and regulation took jobs directly from American citizens. We've seen 

almost three generations of lower middle class Americans disenfranchised by the flood of illegal 

immigration. More and more of our hard working society found themselves without recourse 

for a living wage. The govenment's answer... entitlements. As they gave out entitlements, they 

managed to destroy the nuclear family. " We can't give you financial help with a man living in 

the house!"  So, the government has created a whole level of society with nothing better to 

do than watch tv, listen to the mainstream media, and create another generation of 

downtrodden.  What do these media outlets tell us?  That this is normal. That the lack of 

fullfilment that you feel without a job is just life. Then they began to tell us it was the fault of 

the rich in society. Its the fault of conservatives, of religion.. of white privilege. Once they were 

able to destroy the family and pit us against each other, it was a small step to militarize us and 

point us to violence. 

     I imagine, at this point you are asking yourself what does this have to do with manners? 

My answer...everything. If you are willing to verbally assault people in a restaurant, because 



they are wearing a MAGA hat, then you have no manners. Everyone has a right to eat in peace.  

Your rights and freedoms end where mine begin! If you don't like my hat or t-shirt, then don't 

look at it. That's your right. If you don't like what I say, then don't listen.  If you don't like the 

show , then turn the channel. No one is torturing you with these things. Learn to turn it off. 

     I challenge everyone listening to this to remember their manners. Smile at the people 

you see going in and out of stores.  Make sure that you open doors for others. Help the 

elderly, with a smile on your face. They are most in need of what should be a societal norm. I 

guarantee that once you start doing that, you will find others willing to join you. No one wants 

to be unhappy all of the time, despite what the mainstream tells us. Remember your 

manners...they matter. 

      

       

      

 

 


